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| A working party showing the spirit of our members.



“If it's worth doing

at all — it's worth

doing well”

Irelands most experienced hire cruiser firm offers you
* Modern fully equipped inboard cruisers, smooth, silent and steering

to a hair.
More room per crew member—separate toilets for all cabins on the
bigger boats. Plenty of deck space in sunshine : plenty of lounge room in
wet weather.

Organised transport and free travel to and from bus stop.

Full instruction, plenty of charts and written instructions about service,
travel hints and places to eat and drink.
A hearty Irish welcome with drinks“on the house".

Covered jetty with direct access from our reception hall ensures you go
dry aboard no matter what the weather (but itseldom rains at Lowtown).

Clear clean unpolluted water (That is not our virtue — it just happens !).
And wide canal.

Only 17 locks in 60 miles — plus friendly lock-keepers.
Choice of Grand Canal, Shannon or Barrow cruising from our base at
Lowtown Haven — hub of the Irish Waterways.
Bookings at nearly 50% repeats in 1970 speak for themselves.
We'd like to meet you in 1971, so please write for a free brochure pack
to:

JOY LINE CRUISERS
18 Berkeley Street, Dublin 7.

Phone Dublin 301511 Weekdays or 302310 Sunday and Monday

Inland Waterways Ass

London and Sot

Patrons: Dame

Acting Chairman: Oliver
Secretary: David
Treasurer: Peter
Editors: Colin :
Social Secretary: J € St:
Press Secretary: Derek
Commercial Representative:
Lee & Stort: Norma
Basingstoke: Barry
Chelmer & Stour: John M
Medway: Derek |
Oxford: Hugh C
Thames: John Cz
Middle Grand Union: K J Sey
Lower Grand Union: Oliver
Kennet & Avon; R O Ra
Other Members of the Commit

Honorary Committee Member:
Membership Secretary:

Working Party Organiser:

Dispatch and Circulation Manage

Branch Sales Officer: David R

'WINDLASS' is the journal of the
is published ten times a year. «
month preceding issue. Advert;

THE INLAND WATERWAYS ASSOCIATION LTD
General Office: 11k Regents Park Road, N
Chairman: John Humphries
General Secretary: Robert Shopland
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At the Branch AGM on March 18th, David Gibson
made some strong remarks about the IWA - its
organisation and its members. Some of his points
were a little harsh and John Humphries pointed this
out afterwards. Nevertheless it is true that there
is frustration among a number of IWA members and
a feeling that the body as a whole is lacking some
of the drive it once had.

I think these feelings have arisen largely since the
passing of the 1969 Transport Bill, which appeared
to guarantee the existence of much of the British
Waterways system and ended a lot of speculation
(there were, of course, many things it failed
to do).

There will always be differences of opinion within
any organisation, but the present situation seems
to reflect a more basic feeling. It is as if the
Bill, in essence, represented the conditions of
truce at the end of a long war; the IWA, in a
mixture of relief and disappointment, suddenly
found itself spiritually exhausted.

Since then, the aims have not changed but a planned
campaign of action has not appeared and, as a
result, the momentum which had built up began to
diminish and fragment into different directions,
Paradoxically, the British Waterways Board sudden-
ly found itself with a definite policy and after
twenty years of nationalised dithering began to
look ahead and take the initiative in some areas.

At the same time the IWA membership is rising
fast and in our branch area so fast that the
organisation is having to make changes to cope with
the numbers.

It seems to be a good time to look at the future
role of the IWA within the context of the inland
waterways of Britain as they are likely to develop
under the present BWB set up. Their philosophy
is basically to maintain the canals and river
navigations in their present state, primarily as
a recreational amenity.

The cost of maintenance is to be offset by three
sources of income:

Mooring and licence fees
Sale of water
Local authority grants or development schemes

(Under the third heading, we must not forget the
work the Board has done in encouraging local
authorities to help save "remaindered" waterways),

You will notice that I have not mentioned commercial
carrying. The reason given is that without major
development programmes, our waterways will never
be able to provide an economic transport service.
The schemes for London and Liverpool at present
being evaluated could bring in some much-needed
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finance but they are unlikely to have a significant
effect on the large part of the remainder.

Given this general outline of the future as I see TE.
what should be the specific objectives of the IWA?

The first point is that the organisation still has to
fight for the lives of some navigations - those
remaindered and those outside the BWB's ambit.
Examples of these in our area are the eastern Kennet
and Avon Canal and the Basingstoke Canal.

The principal ways in which this work has to be done
is well illustrated by these two Canals. In the first
case it is a question of money and labour; for the
Basingstoke it is a question of campaigning (of
course, if that is successful money and labour will
also be required).

These aspects have always been the most important
of the IWA activities in the past, but now their
emphasis is changing. Official recognition of the
waterways' value has been achieved, so most
campaigning today is for specific waterways and
therefore much of the work is on a much more local
scale.

Money and labour are also needed for a navigation
whose retention has been agreed in principle. The
difficulties experienced by their management in
maintaining them with too few staff, and now that
heavy traffic has ceased, mean that voluntary
labour is an essential requirement.

The value of working parties cannot be over-emphas-
ised. They carry out essential work, involve people
more than any other activity, provide interest and
beneficial publicity locally and stand out as
concrete examples of the IWA's work.

A responsibility of the IWA which has, so far, not
occupied much of its time is keeping a close watch
on the development of the canals as recreational
amenities. This matter, more than any other, is
the cause of internal disagreement in the IWA at
this time.

One often hears comments about canals becoming
"as bad as the Broads" or derogatory comments
about glass fibre "пойду boats",

If objection to the Broads type of development is
that of overcrowding, then I fear that some of our
members are going to be a little disappointed. It
is difficult to see how the numbers and types of
craft could be limited - even if this kind of control
was desirable.

On the other hand, the visual amenities of the water-
ways must be given every attention. The types of
buildings which appear must be carefully considered
under planning regulations and the proliferation of
unsuitable advertising material must be prevented.

(continued on page 6)

WHAT'S O
DIARY

MAY 29-31
Spring Bank Holiday RTS Ra
Contact: Miss Jocelyn Scot
28-30 Upper Teddington Roa
Kingston, Surrey (01-977 5:

JUNE 19-20
Branch Rally, Reading.
Contact: Ralph Radbourne.
The Water Festival is to be
Reading Canoe Club's 24-hou
be campaigning for the rest
Lock. This should improve
prospects but means that tk
for the Sunday is not practi
Committee is considering ar
Crofton Pumping Station on
Activities on the Saturday e
Barbeque and Dance, music t
and a traditional jazz band a
display.
If you would like to help, th
be pleased to hear from you.
ising the event are obtainabl
bourne.

JULY 10 or 11
Branch Cruise through Regent
ford Union. An organiser is
contact David Gibson.

AUGUST 13-16
National IWA Rally at Northa

WORKING PARTIES
MAY 23 River Wey
Please come to the first loca
some time, upstream of the |
For details contact Graham P

Annual General Meeting - Marc

The AGM was a relatively stre
this year, although it came at
full twelve months for the Bre
light was of course the Guildf£c
fully organised under the 1eade
Briscoe, who sadly had to resi
the Branch shortly afterwards.
yet appeared and we are very f
Oliver Turner to shoulder the 1

It was agreed that the name sl
the London and South East Bra)
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Ladyline
Invites you to view the largest

@

name In
selection of new and used boats eand engines in the country at :— boati ng

Betton Road,
<- Market Drayton, Shropshire.

Tel: 3101/3102/2267.

Blue Line Marina,
Braunston, Nr. Rugby, Warwickshire, —>

Tel: Braunston>325/216

Barbridge, Nr. Nantwich, Cheshire.
Tel: Wettenhall 682.

マ

ー

Hanbury Marina,
Hanbury Road, Nr. Drôitwich:

Worcestershire. —>
Tel: Droitwich. 3002.

Distributors of:—Norman, Dawncraft, Nauticus, Burland, Dolphin, Fairline, Ormelite,
Shetland, Dejon, Cougar, Sea Hawk, Glastron, Fletcher, Shakespeare, Tepco, With, Fibro-
cell, etc. Mercedes Benz, Watermota, Mangoletsi, Chrysler, Johnson, Mercury, Crescent,
Seagull, Sea Bee.

The Boat Showrooms (=
of the Midlands “==

d
t
o

Hanbury Marina,
Hanbury Road,
Nr. Droitwich,
Worcs.
Droitwich 3002
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RIVER MEDWAY

The Medway Ports Authority recently announced
that, among other changes, the charge for power
pleasure boats passing through Allington Lock has
been increased to 25p (5/-) each way. An increase
of 82% even in these inflationary days must be
considered unreasonable and an unfair imposition on
the large number of boatowners who use this link
between the Upper Medway Navigation and the
tideway. The River Medway Sub-Committee has,
therefore, complained to the Authority about the
new charge and has suggested that it be reduced
to not more than 20p (4/-). This move is
supported by, and in conjunction with, the Medway
River User's Association and it would be helpful
if all boatowners who use Allington Lock would
write, as soon as possible, to the M.P A. at
Sheerness Docks, Sheerness, Kent, to reinforce the
protests that have been made.

Tonbridge Mooring

It may be necessary to organise a small working
party to carry out some work to fencing, etc.
on the mooring site and if any members living
locally are prepared to help would they be kind
enough to get in touch with me at Tonbridge 3751.

Derek Salmon
RIVER WEY

Work is expected to start early in April on the new
road bridge in Guildford between the two existing
road bridges in the town, on the site of the exist-
ing footbridge linking the bus stations. Warning
signs will be displayed and a minimum channel of
25 feet should be available at all times,
There will be a stoppage for about 10 days at New
Haw Lock between Easter and Whitsun for fitting
new lower gates and repairing the upper gates. The
precise dates are not yet known, but the work will
probably be completed by mid-May. Anyone intend-
ing tocruise in the area should check the current
position with the Wey Navigation office.

This summer we have again been asked to help with
manning Pyrford Lock at weekends. Volunteers are
asked to contact Martin Steiner at 4 Arundel
Gardens, Winchmore Hill, London N 21, (01-886 3884)
The main emphasis will be on Sundays between
Whitsun and August Bank Holiday, but help on
Saturdays and Bank Holidays will also be welcome.

Reasonable proficiency in lock-working is
desirable, but tuition can be arranged for novices.
This is a pleasant way to spend a day in most
attractive surroundings, with the chanceto "chat
up" passing boatowners and bystanders. Later in
the summer it is hoped to build a new by-pass weir
at the lock. й

Tim Dodwell,

(continued from page 2)

I have said nothing about commercial carrying
promotion as a function of the IWA because it
seems that no significant amount will ever reappear
on the Amenity Waterways. . We should give every
assistance to the Narrow Boat Trust, and the en-
thusiasts who run working boats, because they will
soon be the only survivors.
The demise of working boats will mean that silting
and weed growth will increase and maintenance work
will have to be increased. The IWA will have to make
sure that this does not result in a deterioration of
channels to unusable levels, ア

This "watchdog" status is another important feature
of our activities. I am not proposing that we should
be constantly snapping at the heels of the BWB, but
we should be able to give them helpful advice from
time to time.

Finally, what about the membership of the TWA?
Our founder, Robert Aikman, was once reported as
saying that he would much prefer a few hundred
militants to thousands of members of a boat club
and this point was made by David Gibson at the AGM.
I appreciate the sentiments, but it is a fact of life
that in any organisation it is a minority that does
most of the work. Numbers themselves can be
significant, as John Humphries said at the same
meeting, when the IWA is trying to influence authority

Paying a membership fee indicates some level of
interest - it is up to the rest of us to involve (if
necessary, educate) new members. That is the prim-
ary aim of the changes proposed by the London and
South East Branch Committee.

Colin Isaacson.

Regents Boat Club. Visit to National Rally of
Boats, Northampton.

Would any boat owning members of the branch be
willing to take one or more members of the
Regents Boat Club to the National Rally this
summer? This would be very much appreciated,
as we would like to have as many of our members ル
at this event as possible. If you feel you would
like to help us in this way, please write to meat
the address given below, stating as far as possible
the following details:
1) Number of children you would take (if more

than one)
2) Whether you would prefer a boy or a girl, and
3) The preferred age of the child allotted to you,

(members range from 8 to 14 years old).
My address is: C J D Probert, 34 Sutherland Avenue,
Petts Wood, Orpington. BR5 1QZ.
Telephone Orpington 29160.
Please write to me as soon as possible, even if you
can only make a provisional offer of a place.

6

Dear Sir,

Those Narrow Boats

I read with anguish the leti
members to give up any ide

The reasons why we should
obvious to anyone who has s
present provide the only me
meekly allow them to disap
useful only for pleasure bo
years.

We have had long enough sir
are substandard canals rega

The stated aims of the Ass
use for both commercial an
version of the Norfolk Bro:

The most practical way to
death of those narrow boat:

Brian Kingsmill.

Dear Sir,

Dr Pilkington's letter in Ее!
and anyone who read that exc
will know that narrowboats =

Unfortunately the publicity -
and T.V. has created a very
Windlass No 93 is, I think; r
walkers.

The 'folksy' image is not hel

There is food for thought in
members in the S.E, Region :
the number on the canals anc
looks rather low. Would it |

However, with the fine weatl
fibreglass, outboard driven,
what I hope will one day be bi

JW Pegram.
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ANSWERS TO QUIZ No. 21

1) On the Southern Oxford Canal the 22 locks from Napton to Banbury all have a pair of bottom gates, while
the 17 locks from Banbury to Oxford all have a single bottom gate.

2) Pershore lock on the River Avon is unusual in being diamond shaped and only has a full depth of water
down the centre of the lock chamber.

3) Wisbech formerly stood on the mouth of the Great Ouse but a cut at Littleport diverted the waters and
the estuary silted up. In the reign of Henry VII a canal 40 miles long was cut from the River Nene at Peter-
borough via Wisbech to the sea.

4) Stanstead, Fenny Stratford, and Nafford locks all have a Swing Bridge over the lock chamber.

5) Welford (40 acres), Naseby (81 acres) and Sulby (35 acres) reservoirs feed the summit level of the +
Leicester Arm.

6) A mitre post is the vertical post of a lock gate furthest from its hanging.

The winner will be announced in next month's Windlass.

Newspaper Collection

Help is needed to collect salvage paper from members in the Hampstead, Regents Park and Walthamstow
areas of North London. No storage space is required, only a car or van and a few hours every month.
My telephone number is 01-888 3308 day or evening. Collections in North London are going very well and
will raise over £25 this month.

Harvey Cooke.

CABIN CRUISER

25£t long, 7ft 2in beam. Petrol engine, three hours running to a gallon. A very strong boat.
Over four ton of boat. Four berth, full refit 1968, No work to do. Many extras £1250.
Exchange for a steel narrow boat.
Write Mr Potter, 123 Scotts Road, Leyton, London E.10.

CHARTER. Half-scale Spritzel Thames Barge (37') Auxiliary. Steel, built 1970, Comfortable, cent.heat.,
CHW, TV etc. sleeps 6/8. Based Chichester. Avail. for charter £60/120 according to dates.
Dr. Malleson 01-636 7628. 20 Gower Street, WC1E 6DP.

Lister J P2 F/N/R Reduction 2-1 Ex N/B. V.G.C. Seen Running £220. Sawbridgeworth 3568 or 01-599 4858

CANAL PLEASURECRAFT (Stourport) LTD. —-
STOURPORT-ON-SEVERN, WORCS. Tel: 2970
Established in 1950 and the first to design and build Motor Cruisers

especially for use on the whole of the Canal and River network.
2 to 6 berth cruisers for hire

Closed-circuit Keel Cooling
Hot water to all cabins
Large fully opening windows
Gas cooking with oven and grill
Pye Transistor built-in radio

Electric Shaving point
Large Refrigerator
Formica Surfaces
Electric Lights
Foam Cushions荒

晋
昌

晋
芦

26
36

36
36

36

Illustrated Brochure on request

WHY NOT |
AFLOAT?

NANT
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Bea
Model 14/800 |
Capacity weight 8C
Capacity length 14
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INTRODUCING

me DOBSON 24’
ALL G.R.P. 610” BEAM CANAL CRUISER

available with either
AFT COCKPIT £1,385

ex engine

CENTRE COCKPIT £1,485
ex engine

Inboard or Outboard Powered
STANDARD SPECIFICATION INCLUDES:—

Sliding Windows — Wheel Steering — Windscreen — Chemical Tollet
Oven — Plastic Foam Cushions — Fresh Water Supply — Carpets

Tonneau Cover
DEMONSTRATION BOAT AVAILABLE

Hull and Superstructure from £485

DOBSONS (acaur and BOATBUILDERS) LTD.
THE WHARF, SHARDLOW, NR. DERBY

Full Details on Request —— Tel.: Shardlow 271/2
CHANDLERY : FUEL : SURVEYS : MOORINGS : OUTBOARDS


